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Pressure-induced Development of Dislocations at Elastic 
Discontinuities 

By G. DASt and S. V. RADCLIFFE 

Department of -:\Ietallurgy and Materials Science, 
Case -Western Resen-e University, Cleveland, Ohio 

[Received 4 October 1968 and in final form 29 April 1969] 

ABSTRACT 
The stress fields around spherical elastic discontinuities in a,n isotropic 

solid subjected to externally a ppl ied hydrostatic pressure have been 
computed 011 the basis of a continuum mechanics model. The results h a ve 
been compared with transmission electl'on microscopy obsen 'ations of the 
pressure· induced devclopment of dislocations III tungsten containiJlg 
particles (thoria and hafnium carbide) o r internal v oids and in a m odel 
system of copper containing helium bubbles with the principal objective 
of elucidating the factors controlllng the formation of such dislocations. 

For the tungsten, no new dis locations were de\-eloped up to 25 kilobars, 
but they were obscrved at ThO, and HfC particles following pressurization 
to some 40 kilo bars. The computed value of the m a ximum induced shear 
stress at that pressure is much below that requiTed for dislocation nucleation. 
These observations of pressure· induced dislocations are interpreted in t e rms 
of additional stress concentrations associa ted with surface irregularities at 
the particles. In contrast to the t ungsten, pressu re· induced dislocations 
were obsen -ed a round thc hcliwn bubbles in copper for a pressure (:!5 kilobars) 
in keeping with that predicted from the model. 

For both the tungsten and the copper syst ems, the development of 
pressure-induced dislocations depcnds strongly on the size of the elastic 
discontinuities. This r esult is shown to be in keeping with the intcrpretation 
of the mechanism of the development of pressure-induced dislocations as one 
of nucleation rather than multiplication of pre -existing dislocations. 

§ 1. I:-\TROD1JCTIO~ 

FOR several poly crystalline metals containing loca lized elastic discon
tinuities- iron containing particles of Fe3C and FeO (Raucliffe and 
' Varlimont 1(64) . chromium containing Cr20 (Garrod and Wain J 965) 
and beryllium containing iron ueryllide (.-\ndre\\'s and Radcliffe UH37)
the deYelopment of dislocations at the discontinuities as the result of the 
application of extel'llnl hychostntic pressure has been demonstrated from 
transmission electron micJ'osco p.\· observations. Since the introduction 
of fresh dislocations in this ,yay at room temperature, as Teviewed recently 
(Radcliffe 1 !JG!)). ca n lead to marked cha nges in the mechanical behaviour 
of c('rtain metal s. it is impoTtant to deyelop a qua ntitat i\-e unuerstallding 
of the nwchanis ll1 by which snch dislocations are formeu. 

t No\\' at International BlIsilless ~Iachines Corporation, Components 
Diyision, Ea"t Fi"hkill, Xc\\' York . 
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590 G. Das and S. V. Radcliffe on 

The hypothesis (Radcliffe 1964, Bullen, Henderson , Hutchison and 
\Vain 1%,1) that generation of dislocation occurs as the result of localized 
shear stresses developed from differential elastic compression of the 
matrix and particle is qualitatively in keeping with the prismatic disloca
tion arrays that have been observed. _-\pproximate values of the shear 
stresses induced in this way were computed, on the basis of a general 
solution obtained by Echmrds (1951) for the stress distribution around a 
spheroidal inclusion in an arbitrary uniform state of stress, by Hahn and 
Rosenfield (1966) in a comparison of the effects of differential strains 
developed by particle growth, thermal contraction on cooling and external 
hydrostatic pressure. A general analysis (using a sequence of imaginary 
cutting, straining and welding operations) for the determination of the 
elastic field of an ellipsoidal inclusion and the ,ray in which the presence 
of an inclusion having elastic constants different from those of the rest 
of the material disturbs an applied stress-field was developed by Eshelby 
(1957). However, this approach was not applied specifically to analyse 
the stl'esses developed under externally appl ied hydrostatic pressure at 
the interface of the inclusion and matrix for the general case where both 
have fulite but different compressibilities. A particular difficulty in 
developing quantitative models is that for the systems in which pressure
induced dislocations have been obsen"ed previously the relevant elastic 
constants for the second phases are unknown or not ,yell established. 

The present investigation ,vas undertaken with the principal objectives 
of calculating the stresses at the interface of an elastic particle in an 
isotropic matrix upon subjection of the s:vstem to high hydrostatic pressure 
in order to define the conditions for dislocation generat ion and of com
paring the calculated conditions with those observed experimentally 
in the follO\\ing systems: (a) tungsten-as an isotropic matrix-containing 
voids or different t)1)es of solid particles (Th0 2 and Hfe) of second phase, 
and (b) a model system in which the elastic properties of the matrix 
and second phase are known and the matrix has a low flow stress. For 
the latter system, copper containing internal voids was selected. Trans
mission electron microscopy was used to examine the effects of 
pressurization up to 40 kilobars on the dislocation structure adjacent to 
the elashc discontinuitics in these various systems. 

§ 2. ELASTIC STRESS DISTRIBUTIO~ AROU~D A SPHERICAL INCLUSIO~ IN 

AN ISOTROPIC SOLID U~DER HYDROSTATIC STRESS 

A local elastic discontinuity in an isotropic solid represents a discrete 
region where the elastic properties are different from those in the matrix. 
Voids and rigid inclusions are the limiting cases ,,-here the values of the 
bulk moduli of the discontinuity arc zero and infinity respectively. The 
presence of such discontinuities perturbs an otherwise uniform stress in 
a solid; for example, Goodier (1933) calculated th"t the stress-concentra
tion increased by a factor of approximately 3 neal' a spherica l cavity in an 
isotropic solid subjected to uniform tC11sion. 
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'While the gC:'ncral solution of the elastic stress field around a mwity in 
an isotropic matrix subjected to high hydrostatic pressure has been 
known since the classical work of Lame ill 1852, the e~ .. tensioll of these 
calculations to the case of an clastic inclusion t.aking into specific con
sideration of the differences in cOll1pressibilities bctwcen matrix and 
inclusion has not been reported. TJ:1e calculations made heret follow the 
continuum mechanics principles outli.ned by Sokoillikoff (1956) and assume 
that the clastic properties of the matrix and the inclusion are isotropic, 
the inclusion is spherical wit,h a smooth smfaee and the stress fields of 
different particles do not interact. Under these conditions, the maximum 
shear stress, Tmax, which develops at the inclusion-matrix interface is 
given by the follO\Ying relationships for the cases of a cavity, cavity with 
int.ernal pressure, a. rigid inclusion a,nd an elastic inclusion: 

Cavity: 

Cavity \I'ith internal pressure 
Pi and external pressure zero: 

Cavity ,,'ith internal prcssme 
Pi and external pressure P: 

Rigid inclusion: 

Elastic inclusion: 

Tmax= iP (1) 

(2 a) 

(2 b) 

G 
Tmax = K' P (3) 

3G[ ]( -](j ] 
Tma:\': =]{ 3K

j 
+ 4G .P (4) 

where G is the shear modulus of the matrix, P is the applied h~'drostatic 
pressul'e, Pi the internal pressure in the cavity and ]{ and K j are the 
bulk moduli of the matrix and the inclusion respectively. On substituting 
values of K j appropriate to the limiting cases of the cavity and the rigid 
inclusion (i.e. zero and infinity), eqn. (4) reduces to eqns. (1) and (3) 
respectively. 

The complete set of equations for the radial, circumferential and 
maximum shear stresses are given in table 1 for the cases of a cavity, 
rigid inclusion and elastic inclusion (the corresponding strains and other 
details of the calculations can be obt.ained from the authors). The table 
also contains the value of Tmax for inclusions as calculated by Hahn and 
Rosenfieldt (19613). Table 2 gi\'es the yalues ofthe maximum shear stress 
computed from the equation in table 1 as a fUllction of the externally 

tAn altcrnati"e approach to that u 'cd hcre for thc elastic particle is the 
gencralized misfit-strain type of alllLl.n;is dc\'cloped by Eshelby (1957) subse
quent to the \\'Ork of Xa uarro (10-100). :\.s is discussed later, Lally and Partridge 
(191313) have used an extension of Eshelu,v'ti:) ~)l)l'oach in an attempt to compute 
matrix shear stresses adjacent to a cavity .:ontaining gas at high pressurc. 

t While their approximation is useful for ·the case of the inclusion, it is 
inapplicable to the limiting case of an iutcrnal cavity. See table 1. 
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Table I, Calculated values of radial, circumferential and shear stresses developed in the matrix for 
the cases of cavity, rigid and elastic inclusion upon subjection to external hydrostatic pressure 

Cuso 

1. Cavil.,v 
(a) Z, "'O illtorna\ 

P" ('SSUI'O 

(b) Int el'lla\ 
prl'ssure (- Pj) 
o llly 

(e) Illt et'lItl\ 
\ ""',,;11, '(1 ( - PO 
Hllci ",xt (' 1'I1u.1 

1",,',;st ll'I' (-1') 

11. Higirl ilwillsilln 

Ill. Ela~t ic inclu~ion 

Hcfo,'onco 

l'l'cscnt ealculation 

Presont calculation 

l'I'I'sont calculnt iun 

11ahn nneL H.os,,"fiold'/j 
(I tHHi) 0'luation 

l"'OS('llt (!alclllnLion 

ll ahn I\lHI Hosollfiold 
( J!)(j6) 

l'roscnt calculation 

Orr in matrix 

- Pj(a/r)3 

• 
-1'+ (P - l'j) c: 

r' 

-

-p[l-f 2(L -2.) ] 
---, (a/r)" 1+ • 

-

3Ej(1-v) 
-P 

(1 + v)EI + 2(1-2vj)hJ 
at r = U 

000 in matrix ( = 0",,/» 

-Pll+ 1/2(u/I')"] 

• - l'-(e -, I'j) ~ 
" 3 _1' 

-

[1-"v ] -P \- ----, ((£/1')" 
1-1- v 

-

3.l!.'j+ 3(1-2vj)/fJ 
-P 

(1+ v)Ei + 2(1-21'j)E 
at r = a 

t Note: "max in Hahn and Rosenfieill's equation gocs to infinity as Xt -70. 

Absolute value of 
"",ax (nt I' = (£) 

in Inatrix 

3/4 P 

3/·1 PI 

3/4 (P- Pj) 

~l'/:I 

(G/K) . I' 

(P/3) [(I{ -: gi)] t 
1q 

3I'G [ j{ -](j ] 
J{ 3Kj+ 40 

- P: External hydrostatic pressure, 
v, Vi: Poisson'R ratio of the matrix 

and inclusion, respcct.ively, 
K, l{i: Hulk mo,llIlus of tho matrix 

allft inclu:iion, rC::3 pcc tivoly, 

(-Pi): Internal pl'eSSlI,'e, 
r: Ratlius YCctOl', 

a: Tho radius of the inclusion, 

"max: JI1m<imwn ::;hcar st,ross, 
Orr, 000, u</xI>: Badial, circumfel'ential and 

azinut1,ho.l st.ro:;s, respoctivoly, 

G: ShcUt, modulus of the matrix, 
E, Ei : Young's modulus of thc matrix 

and inclusion, re~rcctively. 
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L'I'Csont calclllatlOn 
-.L:-;-:--~---==~ 

(1 + v)/I'I + 2(1-2v;)/;' 
atr = a 

-~ (1 + v)ICI+2(1-2vj)l!J I 
at r = a 

-P: 
. t Note: Tmax ill Hahn and Rosenfie ld's oquation goes to infinity as J(j ..... 0. 

External hydrostatIc pl'cssure, (_p.). J t · 1 
1')· , . f J. n OlnB }ll'CSSl1 !'O 'Th . 

olsson R I'atlo 0 the mnLl'ix r'. J~ I" a: e radIus of tho inclu~ion 
I . . .111 III>! veetor (I . , 

1\111 I\ IC' IUSIOI1, rr·"Jl'·cti\'rly. 1\1 . ' J' ,: Shcal'.mociltlud of Iho matrix 
] > II , I I . TIll"': aX11I1111I1" teal' stl"O~S )' j ' ) ' ' , 

>1I " . IIl'H II II .'" of tho JJ II~ II'IX 1> I I ' . . ' !I, ~i: ollng H lntultd'is of tho JI1 :l ll'ix 
I 1 " CIrr, ClOD, O'/JlJ;: Ht.( In , (·If·( · lllIlIt·"C'ldln.1 and t ' . . 

UIH I I \C' lhlill ', 1''' :-;JIf ·ct l \'t ·lv, . . ' I . ane Itlc·lIL·.QU Il, l'e'-': l H'l'! in 'l,,', 
.. fl Zl lIHd ad ~ t n· s."" , 1'(, :" P C'( 't 1\·(. ly, . 

- -- - -_._- --- ... 
' , • •• j , . /. , . / • • ,. , ' 0 0,-, 

i\latrix 

Tungsten 

Coppor 

alld l'llPl 'Ul' Illatrix a !:l a fUIlUt..illll of tlt e "pplied hydl'u slat,i," 1'1'l:".~ 1I1'l' 

Tmnx (p.s. i.) 

Cavity Elast,ic inc lusiont 
HydrostaLio 

''''it'' ZOI'O Wit,h iutel'l1at Hij:(il[ JJI"C:iS lIl'O 

i ntnl'lllLl prL'ssul'(· incluHio n Thorium dioxido Hafnium clLrbido 
1)T't"':-:KIlt'O (helium huubloH 

a a a a 
10 kb 11 I x 10' -- - - 7U x 10· - 24·7 x I0· - - 17·O x lO· --

200 275 UOO 1:100 

a 0 G a 
:W kb 222 x J O' - - - lliH x 10' -- 4f)·4 x IO· - 3~·O x lO· --

1(1) 1:37·5 450 HIiO 
------- --- - ----

(1 U (J U 
251d) 278 x lO' - - - 200 X 10' - 6t·!! X It!' -- ·12·5 X UP -

HO 110 :ltiO 5:W 
-'------- ------- -.-.-.- --- ----_. ._- --.--------

(I a u 
-II) kb -IH X liP - - - 31H x to' -- (Hl'8 X 10' -- (Hi 'O x 10' 

50 6S'8 2:!!) 
-

(I G a 
10 kb lll x lO· - 08 x 10' -- (jl x ]()3 -- - -UO US 108 

G G G 
20 kb 222 X 10' - 19() x 10' - 122 x I()' - - -

30 34 54 

G G G 
25 kb 278 x 10· - 245 X 10' - 153 X 10· -- - -

24 27 43·5 

Datat used in the strcss calculations for tungsten and copper . 

Tungsten Thol'ium dioxi de H nfn ium carhide COppOI' 

Sh('1l1' mOllulu~ G ([I.H.i,) 22 x 10' - - O'O x 10· 

Youllg's mollulus E (p.s ,i.) 56·5 X 10· - - 16·1 x 10· 

PoixHon'1'I rlltio v 0·27 - - 0·33 

Hulk modulus f{ (p.R.i.) 40·9 x 10· 25·0 X 10 8 30·7 X 10· 15·8 X 10· 

t CnlculMod on iho hn~ is of an illt ol'llltl prcssuro of 1·2 JdJ for tho s izo of tho bubblo of 500 J.. in radius. 
t All data takon from Cottroll (lUG4 b) except for ThO. and HfC (Shaflo r 1!J6.J.). 
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applicd hydrostatic pr('s:mre for c;:tyities and thoria and hafnium carbide 
pa.rticles in a tungsten matrix and for helium bubbles in It copper matrix. 
It is seen that the induced stresses in the tungstcn matrix, even at 
25 kilobars, are substantially less than G/30, thc stress theoreticall~' 
required to create dislocations in a perfect crystal (Cottrell 1964 a). 
However, for copper containing helium bubbles the va.lue of the maximum 
shear strcss deYcloped at the matrix-cavity interface at 25 kilobars 
exceeds the stress for dislocation nucleation. 

§ 3. MATERL\.LS A~D EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

The details of the formation of internal voids in powder metallurgy 
(P~I) tungsten 1m\"!.' been published elsewhere (Das and Radcliffe 1968 a). 
In the present case , yoids were developed in P ::U doped tungsten wire 
(0·030 in. in diameter) by annealing in vacuum at 2200°c for 30 min. 
The voids, 'which formed in stringers parallel to the axis of the wire, were 
generally spherical in shape and ranged in size from a few hundred up 
to 1000 A. A tungsten-thol'ia, alloy containing 0·9 vol. % ThO~ was 
obtained in the form of rod (0·125 in. diameter) in the as-worked condition. 
1'ransverse sections (0·02 in. thick) were cut from the rod by spark
disch arge machining. These disc specimens were annealed in yacuum 
at 2200°c for 30 min in order to develop isolated, rounded thoria particles 
free from dislocations. A tungsten-hafnium carbide alloy containing 
1·4 vol. % ruc was obtained in the form of 0·025 in. thick sheet IH't'pared 
from electron-beam melt('d material and solution treated amI cooled so 
as to precipitate the carbide as fine particles. For the modcl system 
(i.e. copper containing helium bubbles), high purity polycrystalline copper 
(99'999% Cu) in the form of amwuled sheet (0·025 in. thick), prepared by 
rolling a zone-refined single crystal, was irradiated with 43 :lIeV alpha
particles in the cyclotron at Argonne Rational Laboratory to a total dose 
of 1·4 x 1017 particles cm- 2 . On subsequent annealing at 750°c for one 
hour, helium bubbles were precipitated. These particular annealing 
conditions were selected to develop large bubblt's , on the basis of previous 
studies of helium precipitation in copper (Barnes, Redding and Cottrell 
1958, Barnes and 1fazey 1960, Ghosh, Beevers and Barnes 19GO). 
Pressurizing up to 25 kilobars at room temperature W"tS carried out 011 

specimens of these ,'arious systems in a modified piston-cylinder apparatus 
of the Bridgman-Birch type. .-\.n eqlli-volume mixture of n -pentane 
and isopeniane \\'as ll sed as the pressure fluid and the pressure was 
measured from tht' change in electrical resistance of a manganin wire gauge 
within the rressUl'(, ('hamber. For higher presl'mres, a stainlC'ss steel 
capsule filled 'with thc tluid \\'as tl sC'd in <\, ML-\.-l (hybrid, belt or conical 
type) apparatus (Tc1JUler and Hadcliffe H1G2). 

Thin foils for electroll miel'os(;OPY were prepared by a combination of 
high precision microjt't dimpling and final bath polishing (Das and 
Radcliffe 19G8 b) from the "ire samples of tungsten, the rod and sheet 
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specimens of tungstC'n alloys and from thin strips (0·123 in. x 0·02 in. x 
0·010 in.) of thc COppCl' spark-cut, to giye a transyerse section of the 
helium-rich layer. 

§ 4. RESl:LTfi A~D DISCl:SSIOX 

4.1. TWlgsten and Tungsten Alloys 

The structure of doped P)[ tungsten recrystallized at 2200°c for 30 min 
is illustrated in fig. 1 (a). This particular annealing temperature was 
selected because it results in a sub-structGre \\'hich contains a low density 
of dislocations with a yoid- matrix interface almost free from dislocations. 
The rows of circular areas , which lie along the axis of the wire , haye been 
identified b~' diffraction contrast analysis as intC'rnal yoids (Das and 
Radcliffe 1968 a). The size ofthe voids ranges behl'een 100 A and 1000 A. 
The sub-structure of the tungsten-thOl'ia alloy l'ecr.\·stallized at. 2200°c 
for 30 min (fig. 1 b) exhibits isolated rounded particles of thoria ranging 
in size frol11 0·1 to approximately 1 micron and free from dislocations. 
However, sub-boundaries consisting of hexagonal net\l'orks of dislocations 
are observed in the tungsten matrix. In the case of the tungsten-RfC 
alloy, the hafnium carbide particles were also free from dislocations. 
The shapes of the hafnium carbide particles are more angular (fig. 1 c) and 
their size range smaller than for the '1.'h02 particles. 

The sub-structures of the matrix adjacent to the elastic discontinuities 
in the as-recrystallized condition and after pressurization were carefully 
compared under various diffraction conditions. 'Cp to pressures as high 
as 25 kilobars , no evidence of dislocations or other defects due to pressuri
zation was found in the yicinity of voids or particles of thoria or hafnium 
carbide. These observations are in keeping with the calculations made in 
§ 2 in that at 25 kilo bars (see table 2), the maximum yalues of shear stress 
developed for the cases of void. thoria and hafnium carbide particles are 
G/80, G/360, G '520. respectively, which are substantially lmyel' than the 
stress for nucleating dislocations. Ho,"evel'. on pressurizing the thoria 
and hafnium carbide alloys at 40 kilobars , no'" dislocations were 
developed. as illu;;;tratecl in fig. 2. .-\.round the larger thoria part.icles 
(fig. 2 a), complex dislocation arrays appear which are analogous to those 
observed (Radcliffe and \\'arlimont 1964) at iron carbide particles in an 
alpha-iron matrix Oil Pl'cssul'ization above some 5 kilobars. The areas 
adjacent to the ::;maller pm-tieles appeared unaffected by the pressure 
treatment. :So woll-deyc loped prismatic dislocation loops were found. 
In contrast. in th e case of BfC partielto's (fig. :2 b). \I'cll-cleyeloped ro",s of 
dislocation loop" ciJarHctcl'i. tic of prismatic punching- " 'ere obsen:ed. 
The fact that thc~C' clifferenccs in the type of dislocat ion mTa~' persist for 
thoria and hafnium carbide part icles of 'imilar sizes indicatcs that the 
different comprcssibi lities of the t.wo compouncls (bot h of cubic structure) 
playa signjficant rolc in determining the nature of the array formed. 
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Thin foil electron micrographs iIlw;trating structures of: (a) doped PM tungsten 
recrystallized at 2200~C' (longituclin3.1 wire section); (b) P:ll tungsten-
0·9 vol. % Th02 aUoy rccry::;tallized at 2200 ' c (tran 'verse section); 
(e) tungsten-l·4 vo!' % HfC alloy after precipitation treatment. The 
scale markers designa.tc 1 micron. 

It must be noted that since the particles in the tungsten are larger than 
the foil thickness , unlike the case referred to earlier of carbide particles in 
iron (Radcliffe and Warlimont l!:Hi-1) , the association of the pressure
induced dislocations with an~- particular particle is not unequivocal. 
The iron did contain occasional impurity particles (iron oxide) which "were 
a.Iso larger than the foil thickness, but their isolation enabled them to be 
identified as the source of associated dislocation arrays induced by 
pressmization , " 'hereas the closer spacing of the particles in the tungsten 
makes such unique identifi cation difficult . However, the possibility of 
such dis locations ari:;ing frol11 mishandling of the foil s can be rejected 
because of the characteristic hrittle belHn-iour of t.ungsten at room tem
perature and. furthermore. the nature of the ana)'s is very different from 
those formed when tungstcn is plast ically strailled at room temperaturc, 
as shown r ecently from tensilc tests in which fracture is suppressed by 
increasing the f'llvironmental pressure (Das and Radcliffe 1968 c). 
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Pressure-induccd dislocations sub-structures observed in thC' Yicinity of sccond
phasc particles in tnngstC'n after pressUl'ization to 40 kilobars: (a) O·!) ,01. 
% ThO~ alloy; (h) 1·-1: \'01. ~o Hfe alloy. 
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4.1 .]. Dislocation nucleation 
The observations of the pressure-induced dislocations at 40 kilobars in 

tungsten at the particle/matrix interface regions is surprising in that the 
values of maximum shear stress Tmax attainable in both the cases of 
thoria and hafnium carbide particlcs, 0 / 225 and 0 / 325, respectively, are 
still much below the nucleation stress for dislocation generation. In 
view of the discrcpanc)' between the stress at. "which dislocation." are 
obsen'ed experimentally and the theoretically predictcd magnitude of the 
stress to nucleate dislocations (Cottrell 19G..J.), the assumption made in the 
present calculations that the particle is spherical "\yith a smooth smface 
requires fmther examination. Heal particles would be expected to 
exhibit sharp steps at their interfaces and are seldom truly spherical. 
Hence, the stresses in the region containing a sharp step or angularity 
could be illcreased in such a way that these areas would become preferred 
sites for disloca,tion nucleation. 

In the case of a small indentor (10- 4 cm diameter) on ct free surface 
(Friedel 19(3)-e.g. silicon carbide particles dropped onto a crystal 
sUl'face-a contact pressure of 10-3 G is sufficient to punch in dislocation 
loops. This observation can be explained only if it is nssumcd that the 
indentor possesses atomistically sharp steps. The appropriate stress 
concentration of 2(D '2&)1 /2 (where D is the particle diamcter and b is 
the Burgers yector of the dislocation) corresponds to a stress concentration 
factor of a,bout 100 for a 1 micron particle and the stress at the edge of 
such an indentor becomes of the ordcr of 10-1 G, as required for dislocation 
generation. From the calculated magnitude of the shear-stresses induced 
by diffcrcntial compression. as shown in table 2, it is apparent that the 
experimcntally obseryed dislocations could be explained if irregularities 
in the shapes of the particles 01' sharp steps on their surfaces acted as 
stress raisers. 

The generation of dislocation." Oil pressurization could abo be influenced 
by the existence of residual stress('s around the interface of the inclusion 
and matrix, such as frequently arise from differential thermal contraction 
effects during cooling from the anncaling temperature . The recent 
literature contains a number of observations (Leslie 1Ut31, Patel 1962, 
Ka~·ano ] fl67 a, b) of particles under applied shear stress acting as 
dislocation sources; particularl~· good examplcs of punched-in disloeations 
are those formed around FeO particles in iron deformed 2% in tension 
reported by Kaya11o. \dlO conc:luded that residual stresses around the 
inclusion resulting from cooling IllUSt assist dislocation generation during 
subsequent tensile deformat iun. Thus, in sysl ems in which thermal 
stres. es of appropriate sign arc induccd . tht' cxistence of residual stresses 
should similarly as"i"t the gencration of dislocations during pressurization 
and con~eqlll'nt 1,\- illfluence the llwgnit.ucic of the critical pressure ohservecl. 

The dc\'cloplllellt of pressure-induced wsiocatiolls around thoria or 
hafnium carbide particles in tlmgst('n (as also for hclium bubLles in copper, 
which will be discm;sed in detail later) is noticeably dcpendent on the size 
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oftllc inclusion. HO\\'ever, the calculation in §:? indicates that. the yalue 
of the maximulll shear strcss attainab le at the interface is independent 
of the size of the elastic cliscontinuit!-. This apparent paradox can be 
resolwd if the details of the conditions necessa lY for the propagation of 
dislocations from the particle/ matrix interface are taken into account, 
On this basis, a, segment of dislocation is generated at the interface of a 
particle, independent of its size, ,,·hen t.he pressure-induced shear stress 
reaches an appropriate yalue. Ho\\'ever, the achievement of a full 
prismatic loop whi ch can move away from the particle is strongly size 
dependent, as sl1o\\'n by the follo\ying argument. 

It is apparent from fig. 3 (a) that a dislocation (at L) of radius of 
curvaturc a\ /:?, where (l is the radius of the discontinuity, nucleated on 
the circle of maximum shear stress marked II can glide under the action 
of shear st ress parallel to its Burgers vector and the axis of the indicated 
glide cylinder (i.e. the shear stress circle marked J). The resulting 
development of a full prismatic loop thus occurs in accordance with the 
'punching' mcchanism suggested originally by Seitz (1050) and modified 
for the therma l strcss case by .Jones and :Jntchell (105L ). The shear 
forces deyeloped as a result of differential compression must support the 
line tension, F, of the dislocation, which can be written as: 

Gb
2 

{ R } F= In -b + I , 
47T(1-v) 

(6) 

where R is the radius of the loop and b is the Burgers vector. For small 
loops of the order of 500 ,~ (i.e. 200 b), F can be approximated as Gb 2 j 2R 
and equatedt with the work done by Tmax at L: 

Gb 2 

Tmax b= 2R ' (7) 

Equation (7) demonstrates t.hat a pressure giying a shear stress which is 
. sufficient to achieve .the complete loop stage for a discontinuity of given 
diameter will be too small to reach this stage for a particle of smaller 
diameter. Howe\'er, despite the qualitative agreement \\'ith observation, 
numerical calculations fot' the yarious tungsten cases based on this 
simple approach give critical sizes of discontinuity which are approxi
mately one OI'CiPl' of magn itude smallcr than those at which dislocations 
were observt'd ('spt'rimcntally. In thc case of copper, to be discussed 
later, closer quantitat.ive agreement was obtained. 

t Hcct'llt l.\" and indcpl'ndently. a ~ ill1ilal' nrglllllent has bCC'll ll,;t'd for the 
case of thl' generation of glide dislocat ion loops by thermal strC's>;es induct'cl by 
quenching (Gulden and Xix 10oR) to compute the critical particlc size necessary 
to form the initial complete dislocation loop. 
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Fig. 3 
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{a) Spherical' particle' of radius a in a matrix subjected to extcrnal hydrostatic 
pressure. The intersection of the flO ' cone with the surface of the 
sphere corresponds to it circle of maximulll iI1l11l l'eu. shear stres:; and 
detlnes the glitle cylilllipr. ShO\\"ll by the cbshcd line: , for the induced 
di::;location loops. (b) Schematic illll",tratioll of the ;;tages of formation 
of a full prismatic loop at It ::;pherirul . particle' under the action of 
pressure-induccd shear stre::;ses. At stage 5, the loop is capable of 
gliding along the cylinder, which has its axis parallel to the Burgers 
vector. 
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4.l.2. Dislocation rnultipl ication 

Although the mcchanism of dislocation generation due to stress 
concentrations at the surface irregularities of the particles appears feasible, 
the possibility of the induced. tress at the particles causing multiplication 
of pre-existing interface dislocations cannot be oyerlooked. Thus, such a 
dislocation could operate as {I. .Frank-Read source ,,·hen the induced shear 
stress exceeds a critieiti va lue and gh-es rise to pri mati cally punched 
dislocation loops or dislocation tangles. The stress to operate a source of 
one micron. (i.e. the full particle diamcter) ,,'ould be as 10\\- as 0 /3650 in 
tlmgsten. Experimental measurements (Garfinkle 1 %6) of proportional 
limits for high-purity tungsten single crystals giye flow stresses of a similar 
order of magnitude (5000 p.s.i.). The computed pressure to develop 
such relatiwly low stresses at the interface of elastic discontinuities is less 
than 10 kilobars . 

For the voids in the p~r tungsten matrix , the value of the maximum 
shear stress computed for 25 kiloba.rs from the mathematical model is 
0 /80, ,\-hich is much higher than the value estimated above for dislocation 
multiplication. However, no new dislocations were observed experi
menta]]:v around voids after pressurization up to 25 kilobars. In the case 
of thoria and hafnjum carbide particles, ~\\"herc the computed maximum 
values of the shear stress are a 300 and G '5:?O . rl':;pectiwly, at 25 kilobars, 
again no dislocation generation was observed after pressure cycling. 
From these arguments a,nd observations it is deduced that pressure
induced disloccltions in the tungsten are unlikely to be due to mult.iplica
tion of pre-existing dislocations and that stress concentrations at the 
matrix-particle interface appear necessary to explain their formation. 

4.2. Coppe?' Containing Helium-filled Cavities 

The high energy (4-3 )Iev) a-particles penetrated the eoppPl' to a depth 
of some 0·01 in. from the irradiated surface and came to rest in a narrow 
layer at that depth. The wi(ltl). of the layer or band of bubbles of He 
precipitated in this region on atUlealing was 0·006 in. Prcdous electron 
rnicroscop~- studies of helium precipitation in irradiated copper (Barnes 
et al. ] !l5S. Barnes and :\razc~' ] nuO. Gho:;h et rtf. l!)60) hnye been restricted, 
because of the difficulties of specimen preparation. to thin foils preparcd 
parallel to the plane of the He-rich band. The high prccision microjet 
thinning method developed for the present stud.\- has permit.ted the 
obseryation of the stnlCtural fcat ure::; ac:ro»s the entire width of the band. 

As illustrated in fig. 4, the structure of the band in the irradiated and 
annealed ('opper CO llsi"t::; of large spherica l bubbles (1000 A average 
diameter) in the outermost regions at both side: of the band and a dense 
population ofn:r.,' small hubbleR (liO - 70 A ill diameter) in the interior oft,he 
bancL The bubbles arc generally fTce from dislocations. except for 
occasional interconnecting dislocations. In contrast, after presstu'izution 
to 25 bloburs, prE'ssUl'c-induecd dislocations are visible in the matrix at 
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Distribution of hC'lilllll·flllerl 1>lIUI)\(';: in irraniatcd anrl anrll.'alcd copper: 
(a) dark-field lllil'ro~r;lp h illll~tratillg the (·hangC's in bubhle structure 
aero:;:; thl' full " ' idtll or the heliulll-rich hand; (b) large huhhll's (a\'C'wgc 
diameter 1000 A) fu rmC'd in the outermo:;t region,.; of the baud; (c) high 
density of Rmall bubble,.; (a\'eragc diameter GU A) fOl'llled within the band. 
The marker,.; indicate 10 microns in (a) and 0·1 microns in (b) and (c). 
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Fig. 5 (continued ) 
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Dislocations obsen'ed at helium-filled bubbles in copper follo"'ing subjection 
to an external hydl'ostatic pressure of 25 kilobars: (a) example of 
influence of bubble size on development of pres::iure-induced dislocations; 
(b) dense dislocation tangles observed at large:;t bubbles, together with 
examples of changes in the shape of the originally spherical bubbles; 
(c) simple array of prismatically punched loops de\'eloping along 220 
direction from a helium bubble (marked A). The markers indicate 
1 micron. 

many of the bubbles (fig. 5). Around .the larger (500-1500 A) bubbles, 
dislocations are seen as a dense' woolly' tangle somewhat similar to that 
reported for Fe3C partieles in iron (R.adcliffc and "\Yarlimont 1964). Some 
ofthe bubbles which have dislocations associated with them no longer have 
the spherical shapes seen in the aJUlen.led structure. Figure 5 (c) illus
trates well-dewlulJed priRmatie dislocat ion loop ' which develop along 
<220) direct ions. In contrast to theRe features associated with the large 
bubbles, t.he smaller bubbles situated in the interior of the band appear 
unaffected by the prpssurizntioll. The minimum size of bubble that was 
observed to be effedin' in ge nerating di loca1.10ns is 500 A. In a few 
cases (sec fig. ?i ((. b) huhhlcs of an average size less than ;')00 A al::;o appear 
non-spherical in shape. but \\-ithout haying dislocations visible around 
them even when examined carefully over a range of diffraction contrast 
conditions. 
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The a,bo\"c observations of dislocat.ion generat ion under pressure are 
in keeping with the conditions calculated earlier (see table 2) . The 
computed yalue of the maximum shear stress generated at the bubble
matrix interface at 25 kilobars is G/27, which is larger than the estimated 
critical stress for the nucleation of dislocations in copper. )Ioreover, 
the facts that the smaller bubbles (GO A in diameter) appear insensitive 
to pressurization and the minimum size of the bubbles required for disloca
tion generation is about 500 A are in keeping with the arguments presented 
earlier as to the influence of size. It must be noted that the critical 
pressure required to form these ne\v dislocations ~was not determined 
experimcntally, since pressurizat.ion was carried out at 25 kilobars only
a pressure selected because the value of the maximum shear stress 
calculated for this pressure approaches the nucleation stress for disloca
tions. However, although additional experiments at lower pressures 
would be needed to distinguish unequivocally between the operat,ion of 
nucleation or multiplication mechanisms for the deyelopment of the 
pressure-induced dislocations, the latter mechanism is considered unlikely 
in view of the fact that dislocations associated with the bubbles were 
obseryed only rarely prior to pressurization. 

While the present results appear to be first direct observations of 
dislocations induced around gas bubbles in a metal matrix by the applica
tion of extcrnal hym'ostatic pressure, indirect experimelltal eyidence for 
this type of localized plastic deformatioll has been reported by }Ii1es and 
Gibbs (1964) who noted permanent changes in the amplitude-dependent 
internal friction of air-melted polycrystalline aluminium after pressuriza
tion to G kilobars. The changes could be eliminated by annealing and 
did not. occur in zone-refined aluminium. Howeyer, after re-melting in 
hydrogen the effect could be induced in the latter material also. It was 
deduced from these observations that. the obselTed irreversible effects 
were due to the relaxation (Snoeck damping) of dislocations which had 
been formed at hydrogen-filled internal cavities when the specimens were 
subjected to high external pressure-i.e. an hypothesis in keeping with 
the experimental observations made here for copper. Additional evidence 
for pressure-induced plastic deformation at illternal cavities was reported 
recently by Xon·is (1064) for lead iodide crystals (containing bubbles 
fillcd ~with iodine vapour) pressurized to 26 kilohm·s. Limited electron 
microscopy observations showed changes in contrast following pressuriza
tion which were interpreted as due to deformation of the gas bubbles and 
the formation of pressure-induccd dislocations . 

Direct obselTations of rows of prismatic dislocation loops in magnesium 
analogous to those d('velopcd here in copper on extcrnal pressurization 
have heell reported by Lally alld Partridge (I !lliU) for the inyerse case 
of internal pre:;surizatioll of hydrogen-fillcd c<tyitics. The loops were 
Ob:;CITCd ill experimcllts at atmospheric prc:;slIre in which magncsium was 
heated and quenched in sllch a manner a.· to absorb hym·ogen and then 
precipit.ate it in the form of small bubbles of high internal pressure. 
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Using an extension of E shclby's (1£157) solution for the she!1r stresses 
around a misfltting inclusion haying t.he same elastic constants as the 
matrix, with inclusion and matrix being elastica lly isotropic, Lally and 
Partridge showed that shear stre~ses will develop in the matrix adjacent 
to the hydrogen-filled cavity. Comparison of their eqn. (1) for shear 
stress with that given here for the same problem indicat es that the two 
approaches apparently agTee only for the condition that v =}. However, 
a recalculation based on the Eshelby model used by Lally and Partridge 
has indicated an elTor in t heir calculation and confirmed the correctness 
of the form of equation developed in the present work. Nevertheless, 
the hypothesis that the dislocation loops in magnesium are generated as 
the result of shear stress arising from the internal pressure remains valid 
and proyides fmther support for the analysis presented in the present 
paper concerning similar phenomena developed by external pressure. 

The stress field which arises around an internal discontinuity (cavity 
or inclusion) as a result of differential compression on pressure application 
is analogo us to that which is developed due to differential thermal 
contraction during cooling. Accordingly, it might be expected that the 
nature of such pressure-induced disloca tiOIlS would be similar to that of 
those induced thermally. Although a complete difFraction contrast 
analysis of pressure-induced dislocations has not yet been reported and 
has not pro,ed possible in the present study, both the mechanism of loop 
formation (Jones and Mitchell 1958) and the nature of the loops (Lawley 
andl\Ieakin 1964) have been examined for the thermal case. For such 
loops at spherical glass particles in silver chloride, Jones and l\Iitchell 
showed the successive stages of formation (as illustrat ed in fig. 3 b) to 
be nucleation of a dislocation segment in the region of maximum shear, 
followed by glide of the edge component a\my from the sphere along the 
surface of the glide cylinder and of the t,,·o screw components in opposite 
directions around the cylinder until they meet to form a full prismatic 
loop. Using transmission microscopy, Lawley and :JIeakin showed that 
loops formed in a similar manner at carbide particles in molybdenum 
were interstitial in nature. The thermal and pressure cases are completely 
analogous when the discont inuity is a particle and the generation of 
interstitial loops would act in both cases to reduce the 10<l<:'l.lly induced 
stresses by transporting material awar from the particle-matrix interface. 
However, for an internal cavity (depending on the relat ive magnitudes 
of the internal and external pre sures) the appropriate relaxation could 
require transport of vacancies away from the cavity i .e. the formation 
of vacancy loops . The shape changes observed here for the cavities in 
copper (see fig. 5 b) are in keeping with such a mechanism. 

§ 5. S UlID[ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The strcss fields den'loprd at internal cavities, and rigid and elastic 
inclusions in an isotropic solid subjected to external hydrostatic pressure 
have been computed and compared with experimental observationR of 
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pressure-induced development of dislocations at elastic discontinuities 
in tungsten and copper. The principal results and conclusions are: 

(1) In tungsten containing second-phase particles of thol'ia or hafnium 
carbide, the formation of pressure-induced dislocations at particles occurs 
for applied pressures which are lower than those predicted from the simple 
mathema tical model. It is ShO"-:l1 that additional stress concentrations 
from irregularities on the particle surfaces, possibly assisted by residual 
thermall~'-induced stresses, could account for these differences. 

(2) The magnitude of the applied prcssure found to be necessary to 
develop dislocations at the particles precludes multiplication of pre
existing dislocations as the relevant mechanism. 

(3) For copper containing helium-filled internal cavities, the magni
tude of the externally applied pressure required to develop dislocations 
at the cavities is in reasonable agreement with that computed from the 
model. 

(4) The observed deyelopment of pressure-induced dislocations at 
cavities in copper supports earlier interpretations of pressme-induced 
permanent changes in the internal friction characteristics of aluminium 
as being due to localized plastic-deformation at cavities. 

(5) For both tungsten and copper, the development of pressure
induced dislocations is obserYed to depend strongly on the size of the 
discontinuity. This result is shown to be in reasonable agreement
particularly for the case of cavities in copper-with computation of the 
size dependence of the energy necessary to nucleate a stable disloca.tion 
loop at a discontinuity. 
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